
Writing a Strong Conclusion: Examples 

The length of your reiteration depends upon the length and complexity of your argument. It will 

be a very brief matter in a short paper and a long, careful section in a lengthy dissertation. Notice 

that each of the sample conclusions at the end of this section repeats its thesis and briefly sums 

up its major points. These conclusions are markedly different in other ways. The first passage 

judges the role of television in violent behavior. It makes no recommendations but apportions 

blame, presumably in response to a contrary interpretation. The second conclusion argues for a 

particular course of action. The third analyzes a situation and interprets the event. It does not 

decide the cause of the disaster; it merely examines the implications of this conclusion, which 

was reached by the investigators of the bridge's collapse.  

FIRST EXAMPLE: Violence was not created by television. The links between television and juvenile 

violence are clear, but we must beware of drawing false conclusions from this correlation. If 

television is permitted to be the sole influence on a child and if there is no context within which 

the child views television, the consequences can be damaging and indeed grotesque. The 

television does not, however, corrupt the child unaided; that process begins earlier and is 

instigated by the forces that make television the child's guardian and moral arbiter -- roles for 

which it is completely unsuited. Clearly, television does not seek to be a universal nanny; 

relatively little thought and money is applied to children's programming. That it becomes one is 

a tragic and dangerous outcome, but one for which television itself is not to blame.  

SECOND EXAMPLE: Theatre cannot survive if it does not compete with its rivals. Ignoring the 

cinema, ignoring television, and ignoring the potent combination of the two in video tape and 

laser disk entertainment has cost the theatre its audience. It is no longer possible for the theatre 

to consider itself a world apart. Every venture of this kind has failed, from the American 

Laboratory Theatre to the modern collectives WSS Quicknotes Conclusion Page 3 nurtured by the 

State in good times and discarded in the bad. No argument for an eclectic or elite theatre has 

managed to deal with the questions of audience and funding; none will. Theatre must rise and 

face the competition squarely. It must, in short, do what every other industry has done: enter a 

world market place with no protection for stragglers and weaklings.  

THIRD EXAMPLE: Neither the live load on the bridge nor the dead weight of the road surface was 

responsible for the structure's collapse. Instead, it was the degeneration of the eyes of several 

flawed links of the forged support chains, accelerated by temperature cycling on that unusually 

cold December morning. Because of their susceptibility to this type of failure, chain suspension 

systems are not used in new constructions. Since 1971 the Department of Highways has been 

replacing the older structures, but, for the present, the danger remains. The collapse of the 

Wannasakase Bridge from a series of minor and unpredictable failures is a reminder of the 

limitations of engineering standards and of inspection procedures. 


